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  What I did and How You Can Use It
 

  The name of this book is...

 

 Winning with Real Food. I'm going to show you what worked for me really

 well. I hope you also benefit from this same information by applying it to

 your life. I hope you can get the results you want so you can feel really

 good about yourself. You can't really be at your best...mind, body,
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  emotions, spirit without the cutting edge information contained in this book.

 

  Having said that...

 

 MEDICAL DISCLAIMER: The following information presented here is for

 information purposes only. Individuals should always see their health care

 provider before administering any suggestions made in this book. Any

 application of the material set forth on the following pages is at the reader's

  discretion and is his or her sole responsibility.

 
 

 

 

  My story:

 When I was 18 years old I weighed 152 and wore a size 13/14. I was

 depressed and anti-social with definite feelings of failure in life. I focused on

 exercise mostly as a way to change my body and life. Gradually I went

 down to 142 lbs at 5' 5" and wore a size 8 from ages 23 to 51. In one single

 year, (2014-2015) I discovered the missing strategy to weight loss and I lost

 over 32 pounds eventually going to 110 lbs and size 2 in 2019.

 

  Although losing weight was not entirely my focus it was a definite side

 effect of my new lifestyle. Honestly I can't say if you do this "one thing"

 you'll be thin and beautiful. We both know that isn't true. The aim of this

 book is to help you feel better by paying greater attention to your lifestyle.

  

 

 In this book I'll explain how I changed my body and my life and give you a

 plan you can use, too. I still am a size 2 and 110 lbs at the time of this
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 writing. I also have a better immune system, more energy, clearer thinking

 and handle stress better.

 

 "Magic is believing in yourself, if you can do that, you can make

  anything happen."

 

 Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe

 

 

 

 

  

 

  Part 1: Why Looking Attractive Is a Major Advantage

 

  The only way I can describe looking attractive is like this:

 

  The Wow Factor

 

 There are a few reasons (not just my own experience) that make me say

 this. If you set up everything right you can look really great in a relatively

 short amount of time (months not years) depending on how far along you

 are on your path. Everyone is an individual with a different metabolism so

 results will vary.

 

  Let me give you eight reasons why The Wow Factor Advantage is true...

 

  8 Reasons Why You Want to Optimize Your Wow Factor
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 Reason #1 Confidence to Get Dates

  
 

 

 First, people who are at their ideal weight and shape have a greater

 confidence to ask for dates and... are less likely to get rejected. (even by

  their spouses or partners if not single!)

 

 

  Reason #2 Get More Sex

 

 First, people who are at their ideal weight and shape have a greater ability

 to not only attract a partner... for sharing life experiences and enjoying sex

  but also for the purpose of...

 

  attracting a mate of a higher caliber... possibly of a higher financial bracket.

 

  Reason #3 Better lifestyle

  Better looking people tend to draw mates of higher influence and power.

 

 This would make your quality of life significantly better. Having more money

 and the support of an affluent partner would allow you to be able to have

  more money and resources to look and feel even better!

 

  Reason #4 More Confidence in Bedroom Performance

 Being more attractive you are also more likely to have higher confidence in
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 the bedroom. You would lose the shyness of wanting the room to be pitch

  black so your partner couldn't see your large bum from behind...

 feeling confident with your body image you'd now be able to have all the

 lights on... possibly even capturing it for later viewing.

 

 Having better and more sex is associated with greater happiness, not to

  mention more fun and maybe some romance, too.

 

 

  Reason #5 Better Health

 

 

 

 People who look better and have partners are said to live longer and be

  healthier on average.

 

 If you take better care of yourself like I'm about to explain later on in this

  book you'll be healthier than 93% of the US population.

 

  Reason #6 Look Younger

 

 People who look better also look younger because their cells receive more

 oxygen and have less toxic waste floating around making them feel tired.

  They have less dark circles and a more youthful fresh appearance.

 I used to suffer from terrible dark circles until I learned that specific foods I

 was eating were causing an allergic effect on me as well as the effects of

 parasites. I'll be discussing that
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  later, too.

 

 

  Reason #7 Have More Energy

 

 

 People who look better have more energy because they eat better and

 exercise, two major components of being healthy. Having more energy

  allows you to play with your kids at any time of the day.

 

 It also causes you to be able to focus better at work and get more done in a

 shorter period of time. Having more energy is directly related to being a

  high performer in career. 1

 

 Reason #8 Get Celebrity Status

  

 Another advantage of looking good is... friends, family and even complete

 strangers compliment you on how you look, stare at you longingly and wish

 they could look like you. This looking good edge gives you what I call "the

 Wow Factor" and it's almost like being a celebrity, well sort of...all without

  the paparazzi following you around...

 

 

  To Recap Benefits of Looking Great...

 

 The 8 Reasons Looking Good impacts your life positively: you get dates,

 you have more sex, you have a better lifestyle, you have more confidence
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 in the bedroom, you have better health, look younger, have more energy

 and get more attention which makes looking amazing a major advantage in

  life.

 

 Let's just say that physically attractive people are happier people living

 better lives on average. This makes looking good an important factor in

 living a great life. And it makes any program that can help you attain this

 desire of looking good a NO BRAINER. This next part will help you figure

  out how to get there...

 

 

  The Ladder of Desire for Success

 

 There are three ways you could learn how to improve the way you look.

  Each of these represent a rung on the ladder of desire.

 

  Rung #3 Read the Manual

 

 You buy some information product like a book or a DVD and you learn that

 way. You're trusting the advice of the person who wrote it and trying to use

  it in your life to get results. This is the hardest and least effective way to

 

 

 

 

 

  It's confusing... requiring you to sift through massive amounts of boring
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 material to reinvent the wheel. And it takes the longest. I'll use the analogy

 of trying to learn how to program your TiVo to record your favorite TV show

  like Game of Thrones.

 

 It would be like somebody throwing you a 500 page manual and saying,

 "Here...read this." But instead...imagine if somebody told you how to do it,

  standing there while you were there doing it? That would be...

 

  Rung #2 Show Me How.

 

 Having a TiVo programming expert guiding you step by step how to

 program your TV. You'd have the benefit of their experience and mastery

  on the subject yet you'd be doing the work yourself.

 If you had a question or an issue about what to do next the TiVo coach

 would be right there for you, helping you and answering your questions.

 The third way to get results on programming your TiVo would be the last

  rung and most desirable....

 

 

  Rung #1 Do It for Me, Please.

 

 Having an expert do it for you. This would be a paid service and it's really

  what everybody wants.

 

 The problem is getting in shape can only be done by you. No one can do

  the work for you. You MUST be the one. There simply is no other way.

 Ideally having a coach who could help guide you through the process step
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 by step in the correct order to get from where you are... currently (out of

  shape) to where you want to be (in shape).

 

 The expert could also help you get there faster by doing some of the work

 for you by creating a personalized program to know... which foods are

  better at making you look better and which ones to avoid.

 

 The coach could also help you to recognize what stumbling blocks might lie

 in your path such as self-doubt and how to overcome those and

 what exercises would work the best to shed fat and which ones would

 plump up your butt, for instance, if that's what you wanted... or which ones

  were a complete waste of time.

 

 In my work as a health consultant I help people learn how to treat their

  body like a temple... because it is...sacred, holy, divine.

 

 They learn the Nine Steps of Body Alchemy...

  

  1. eat more healthfully without dieting...in fact

  most people don't eat enough to start

  2. exercise smarter not harder

  3. hydrate

  4. eliminate limiting beliefs about themselves

  5. reduce stress

  6. add in super foods and herbs to make their

  body work better

  7. detox from harmful substances
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  8. sleep better

  9. connect to the earth by walking barefoot to

  reduce inflammation

  and much more...
 

  Looking amazing isn't as hard as you may think. It's just that you haven't

 had all the correct information and strategy needed to be successful until

  now...

  If you set up everything right you can look really

 great in a relatively short amount of time depending on how far along you

  are on your path.

 It just might take a little longer if you have let things slide for so long.

  Doable not impossible.

 If I put on any amount of weight and I'm talking a couple of pounds here

 nothing major...I can lose it by simply tweaking my eating habits which I'm

  going to show you in this book.

 

 

  The Seven Steps to Fat Reversal

 

  These include

 

  1. eat right,

  2. supplement,

  3. detox,

  4. exercise,

  5. reduce stress,
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   6. sleep more and

  7. eliminate limiting beliefs.

 

  You can do this and I'm going to show you how.

 

  Part 2: What Your Amazing

  Appearance Really Is

 

  The only way I can describe what looking good is like is this:

 

 Good Digestion

  

 And there are a few reasons (not just my own experience) that make me

  say this.

 

 Good Digestion is the heart of being healthy and is a sign of your outer

  appearance.

 

 First, your gut is considered your second brain. 2 It produces more of a

 "good feeling" neurotransmitter, dopamine, than your brain does.3 That's

  why you feel good when you eat something you really like!
 ©SUSAN LOIS HILL

 

   Good digestion has a direct impact on your mental and physical health.

 Once you fix and seal your gut lining that has been compromised by what

 I'm about to reveal to you, your health will improve and your waistline will
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  get smaller.

 

  Digestion is at its all time worst

 

 There are more people now than any other time in history suffering from

 gluten sensitivities and obesity.4 Both of these are on the rise... and directly

 related to the typical western diet of fast food, fried food, soda, high sugar

  and highly refined products.

 According to The Institute for Responsible Technology gluten-related

  disorders affect up to 18 million Americans. And that's not all...

 

 according to the CDC close to 71 percent of U.S. adults aged 20 and over

 are overweight or obese. Children, close to 21 percent of 12- to

 19-year-olds are obese, 17 percent of 6 to 11-year-olds and 9 percent of 2-

  to 5-year-olds.

 

   Nearly half of all American adults are diabetic and pre-diabetic. 5
 

  Here's why this is important...

 

  All these health conditions are preventable with a healthy diet!

 

 AND THIS NEXT PART IS SOME SCARY STUFF...

  

 You probably have heard about GMO's, (Genetically Modified Organisms)

  right? Are they really bad? If so how do they affect your health?

  Here's the straight scoop...
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  What Are GMO's and How Do They Affect Us?

 

 GMO's (the kind we eat) have their genes altered so that they are immune

  to being sprayed with toxic chemicals. 6

 These chemicals kill weeds and insects. The most prevalent one is

 glyphosate, also contained in Roundup, the same stuff you might use on

  your lawn. Don't use that anymore if you do.

 

 The chemical company Monsanto who makes Roundup was found guilty

 on all counts that Roundup causes cancer on August 10, 2018. These

 GMO plants that are sprayed with it don't die because their genes were

 messed with but... they suck up all the chemicals inside their cells so when

  you eat them you also eat the chemicals. You can't wash them off.

 

  This is really bad.

 The digestive systems of these GMO plants have also been modified at the

  DNA level so they can't absorb all nutrients from the soil. 7
 

 When you eat GMO's you also eat the sprayed poison on them. You can't

  was it off!

 

 The soil has been depleted from most nutrients anyway due to industrial

  farming practices of only growing one crop.

 

  So when you eat these GMO plants you don't get much nutrition from

  them.
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 This modified digestion of the GMO plant may be why people eat more

 foods with GMO's in them. Somehow their ability to know they are full has

  been tampered with.

 

 The exact reason is unknown because the Agricultural Companies who

  makes the seeds won't let any independent labs test them for safety. 8

 The Seralini study was the first long term study done on GMO's and

 Roundup. It showed GMO's and Roundup caused mammary tumors,

 shortened life span and kidney and liver damage to rats that consumed

  them.

 

 

  These tumors began to show up after 90 days of use.
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  Photo credit Gmoevidence.com

 

 The Agricultural Companies who make this product knew this and that's

 why their "studies" were short term -up to 89 days-so that they could claim

  their product was safe.

 

  Some of the rats had to be euthanized because of their pain and

   suffering was so great from the GMO's and Roundup.

  Pure evil.

 

 GMOs cause leaky gut. This is thought to be caused by the weedkiller

 glyphosate causing the microflora to die off while not harming the bad

 bacteria. Glyphosate also causes intestinal cells to rip apart and damages

  the little finger like projections that absorb nutrients.

 

  Glyphosate causes many other health issues which I won't list.

 Stop using GMO's and eat organic. You'll notice your digestion (and your

  health) will begin to improve rapidly.

 

  More bad news...

 There's some other really bad toxin lurking in your food you need to know

  about that also wrecks your intestinal lining...

 This dangerous toxin punches holes in intestinal lining of mammals (that

  includes us, humans)...

 

 GMO corn have their genes modified with Bt, a toxic bacteria that eats

  holes in the intestinal lining of insects who eat the corn.
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 That's right... the bacteria has been spliced right into the GMO plant... so

  guess what?

 

 When you eat the GMO's you're also eating the Bt toxin. You can't wash

 this one off either...

  

 The EPA claims the Bt toxin is safe for humans however... it has been

  shown that Bt enters the blood stream of mammals. 9
 

 So-called "studies" done of Bt toxin claim its safety but... many Americans

 are suffering more now than ever before in human history... from

 digestive complaints, food sensitivities, obesity, diabetes, autism and

  cancer.

 

 When holes are punched in the intestinal lining from Bt... the food and

 fluids we drink leak out and float around our bodies causing infections,

 chronic inflammation and autoimmune disease. This is why people can get

 chronic sinus infections and bladder infections... arthritis and headaches...

  bloating and gas... look puffy and "fat".

 

 These issues are also precursors to more serious health issues like auto

 immune diseases. These health issues correlate to GMO's introduction into

  the food supply since the mid 1990's. 10

 

  The Bt toxin also destroys the intestinal army of good bacteria.

 

 The Bt toxin found in GMO corn punches holes in your intestinal lining and

  kills your good intestinal flora.
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 This army of good bacteria is essential for our immunity. When our

 digestion has been compromised health is sure to decline. Poor digestion

 causes gas, bloating and gluten sensitivities. Poor digestion makes us look

  fat.

 

   Now here's the cool part...

 

 When people who had diseases like cancer, diabetes, autism and gluten

 sensitivities stopped eating these GMO's they got better almost right away!!

  (except cancer which took longer).

 

 So although not many independent studies have been done to prove this...

 doctors who instruct their patients to stop eating GMO's are seeing them

  heal! 11

 

  And what's even better...

 

 they're getting better FAST in a matter of days, weeks and sometimes

  months after decades of illness!

 

 One doctor healed approximately 5,000 patients this way. All by

  having them eat foods that were non-GMO.

 Conclusion: GMO's ruin your digestion, wreck your health and make you

  look fat. So don't eat them. Cut them all out of your diet forever.

 

  How do you know which foods have GMO's?
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 Unfortunately GMO's aren't labeled. But why, you ask, if they're so bad...

  why aren't they labeled?

 

 The powers that be...our federal agencies are being "persuaded" to look

  away and claim that GMO's are safe.

 There is a "revolving door" of heads of federal agencies receiving high level

 positions working in the same agricultural companies they once oversaw

  while in federal office and vice versa.

 

  That seems like a conflict of interest, doesn't it?

 

 Therefore, it is my obligation to tell you about the ill effects of GMO's so

  that you can protect your health and the health of your family.

 

  Children are especially at risk of GMO's.

 

 Their little bodies are more susceptible because they are growing and need

  to absorb nutrients to get bigger.

 

 Does this make you as mad as it makes me? How can this be legal? I

 mean this is America, damn it. So that's why it's really important to share

  this information.

 

  And I'm doing that here for you right now. I've got your back.

 

  Let's recap GMO's...

 GMO's make you eat more.
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  GMO's make you look fat.

  GMO's make you sick.

 GMO's are poisonous to babies and children (and pets, too).

  

  This feels a bit like opening up a creepy crawly can of worms...doesn't it?

 If we continue to eat the standard American diet of fast food, soda and

  processed junk food we can expect to go to hell in a hand basket.

  And quite honestly we can also expect to look like Shrek and Fiona.

 

  How Can You Know for Sure If a Food is Safe to Eat?

 

  Consumer trust is on the line here...I can honestly

 say that you need to buy brands that you trust. (When possible grow your

 own food in a garden or a friend's garden if you don't have one.) A good

 rule of thumb for shopping is to look at the packaging and if you see these

  labels you know you're safe:
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 What about produce, cheese or meat? Produce is all sprayed with

  chemicals unless it is organic especially these worst offenders called

   the unholy thirteen:

 1. raspberries

  2. apples

  3. kale

 4. celery

  5. sweet bell peppers

  6. nectarines

  7. strawberries

  8. pears

  9. spinach

  10. lettuce

  11. cherries

  12. grapes

  13. peaches

 

  All factory dairy and meat is contaminated with GMO's because...

 the animals that produce these products are fed Bt corn, wheat and
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 soybeans which are the three most heavily sprayed GMO crops. Because

 the toxic residues collect and are stored in the animals' tissues and

 (therefore dairy milk)... you get a significantly stronger dose of toxins than if

 you just ate the GMO foods lower on the food chain like strawberries or

  spinach.

 

 Salad dressings pretty much all contain soybean or canola oil which is

  loaded with GMO's. Make your own. Use olive oil that is certified organic.

 

  Never thought of that when you were eating your yummy "healthy" salad,

  did you?

 Packaged foods that contain any high fructose corn syrup like Hershey's

  chocolate syrup, soda have GMO's in them.

 Suddenly chocolate milk loses its appeal... and yes Ben and Jerry's is

 non-GMO last I checked! But too high in sugar....bummer (24 grams of

  sugar on average in 1/2 cup). Who eats half a cup of B&J's?

 If you shop in a health food type store or section of a store you can pretty

  much find the brands of non-GMO and organic foods.

 

  If it doesn't say it's non-GMO or organic then don't buy it. Although

 non-GMO and organic foods are more expensive than GMOs cut back

 somewhere else. Providing yourself with clean food is critical to being

 healthy. Aren't you worth it? Yes, YOU ARE.

 

 Some unethical companies mislead consumers with words like "natural"

  which means nothing.
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  More Scary Stuff in Milk

 

 Cows that are used to supply milk are given a genetically engineered

 hormone called bovine growth hormone (rBGH)... that increases their milk

  production.

 

 RBGH causes an increase in infections in the udders and as a result... pus

 and antibiotic residue leak into the milk all along with the rBGH which isn't

  destroyed during pasteurization.

 

  It also causes a spike in a cancer accelerating hormone called IGF-1. 12

 

 Big Agriculture Company Monsanto manufactured the hormone but later

 sold it to Eli-Lilly. (At the time of this writing Monsanto has been sued and

 found guilty by the state of CA for not labeling its main ingredient

  glyphosate in Roundup as a "known carcinogen".)

 

 On the warning label of the hormone given to milk cows it says, "use of

 POSILAC" (brand name) "may result in an increase in digestive disorders

  such as indigestion, bloat and diarrhea."

 It causes a lot of unnecessary suffering for the cows (bad karma) and.. the

  milk (and cheese) is really bad for humans who consume it.

 

 When cow's milk is consumed by adults the rBHT behaves like cancer on

  steroids.

 

  RBHT is associated with breast, prostate and colon cancers.

 Be sure to read all labels and look for "rBHT-Free". Cow's milk isn't
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 inherently bad for you. Just be sure to get it as clean as possible. Do you

 really want pus in your milk? Did you know many viruses are also found in

 cow's milk which is poisonous to a small baby's or child's underdeveloped

  immune system.

 

  Another consideration:

 

 Cows that are fed typical corn "feed" are eating GMO's and do not get to go

 outside to breathe fresh air and move around...ever. They are typically kept

  indoors, standing, producing milk...milk that is unhealthy.

  Healthy cows eat grass, feel sunshine on their

  skin and are pasture raised. Therefore buy milk that says, "100% grass

  fed." Grass fed and free range can also include meat, chicken and eggs.

 

  The difference between caged, cage-free and free range

 

 Simply saying "natural" means nothing and is a marketing ploy to deceive

 consumers. "Cage free" is not cruelty free.. If you look up what "cage free"

 means a chicken is in a larger space than battery cages but not cruelty

  free.

 A "caged" hen is in a 8" by 8" cell and cannot turn around for its entire life.

 Imagine that kind of cruelty... what if that was you? That's just some more

 really bad karma right there... You want to buy "free range". These animals

 get to go outside and get clean air and sunshine. These animals are

 healthy. And they're happier. You want to eat only healthy animals. Or

  become vegetarian/vegan. Your choice.
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 By buying foods that are non-GMO, organic, 100% grass fed, pasture

 raised and free range you can be sure... that you are buying healthy animal

 products that will keep you nourished and have less toxic, cancer causing

 chemicals. I say less because toxins are found in water and air so it is

  virtually impossible to be 100% toxin free.

 

 That is the world we live in.

 

 Being healthy as possible from the inside out means you're going to look

  great and feel even better.

 

 Now something else to consider that influences weight...

 

  A friend who's an exercise physiologist told me that most people who lose

 weight gain it all back because... there are some hidden factors to losing

  weight and keeping it off for good and that's because of...

 

   Part 3 The Factors Holding You Back

 

 So if looking good is so great how come everybody's not doing it (besides

  eating the poisoned food supply)?

 Our beliefs about life and ourselves inform our decisions and therefore our

  behavior so...

 

 What You Think Affects How You Look
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  We all have hidden unconscious beliefs about ourselves that stop us from

  accomplishing what we want.

 The way we mold and create our bodies are no different. We can't be

  hating on ourselves and then get a beautiful healthy body.

 

 There is more than one way to handle this but you can use the Tapping

 Solution to target and dissolve these self-limiting beliefs. This is great

 because you can do this by yourself and don't need anyone else to assist

  you.

  

 

 How Your Emotions Affect How You Look

  

 Hating yourself will have serious consequences on your health. If you look

 in the mirror, (I got this from Louise Hay's mirror work) notice if you smile at

 yourself, lovingly or you frown and notice something wrong about your

  appearance.

 

 Are you appreciating and loving yourself? If you can't love yourself, how will

 you be able to be truly happy and healthy? If you are being loving with

  yourself that is wonderful.

 

 Mirror work is powerful because you can get immediate feedback on how

 you feel about yourself. However if there were any events in our lives

 where we have not allowed ourselves to feel a painful emotion it is still

 inside us.... causing a blockage in the flow of energy in our bodies.
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 Emotions that have not been expressed have an impact on our health. One

 of my friends was obese. She could not lose weight no matter what she did.

 She went to a workshop called Emotional Detox. The participants were

 asked to get in touch with deep emotions stored which were buried under

  years of repression.

 

  When she let go of some tightly held sadness and grief around losing a

 relationship with a man she was engaged to she lost forty pounds all

 without "dieting" within 6 weeks! She just didn't feel like over-eating

  anymore. Amazing.

 

  The Loving Myself Technique

 

 I came up with this technique from NY Times Best Selling Author, Brendon

 Burchard's "Release Technique". It's a great exercise to begin tuning into

  the thoughts you have about how you feel about yourself.

 

 I realized that the way in which I talk to myself affects my food choices and

  the ways in which I treat or punish myself.

 Holding on to repressed emotions or self- limiting beliefs keep the pounds

  on.

 Sit down, quieting in a room. Close your eyes if that feels right to you. Wrap

 your arms around yourself giving yourself a big hug in a gentle, loving

  manner.

 

 Speak softly to yourself saying, "I'm loving myself," take a deep breath,

 hold it at the top for two seconds, then let it out. Repeat again, "I'm loving
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 myself," take another deep breath, hold again for two seconds, then let it

  out.

 

  Repeat this process for ten minutes.

 

 Notice how you feel. What thoughts do you have? Any unloving thoughts

  that are present are to be heard and then lovingly allowed to be dissolved.

 Record your thoughts and feelings in a journal. It's not uncommon to be

 aware of thoughts like, "I'm stupid," "I hate myself," or "I'm fat and nobody

  will ever love me."

 

 Being aware of these thoughts is very important to being able to move

  forward on your body's transformation.

 

  Part 4 How Much Do You Want to Lose?

  

 So before we go further let's discuss goals you want to set that you can be

 really excited about. In a little while I'm going to discuss what to eat to help

 you burn fat, when to eat so you can maximize your weight loss goals, how

 to exercise to burn stubborn areas and what things that you should

  definitely avoid.

 

  Before we go any further I want you to set some weight loss goals.

  Let's figure out where we want to go.

 

 So what I want you to do is figure out what you want to look like in the next

 four months. If you want to focus on actual pounds on the scale make it
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 realistic. If you are ten pounds over weight you can lose that weight in four

 months easily. If you want to lose more like twenty pounds it would be

 better for your body to take longer. Figure on losing 5 pounds per month or

  a little over 1 pound per week.

 

 This is safe and it will be gentler on your system in the long run. You'll be

 more likely able to keep it off. Last thing you want to do is to lose it and

  gain it all back, right?

 

 If you'd rather focus on inches or clothes size this is fun. I like this approach

  because you won't be obsessed with the darn scale.

 You'll begin to notice that your clothes are getting loose and then baggy.

 When they're falling off of you like a garbage bag eventually you'll have to

  go buy a smaller size and then who doesn't like to brag about that?

 

  That would make an awesome Instagram post

 "I lost 2 dress sizes and now poor me...I have to go shopping to buy

  small sized clothes."

 

  So pick your method: Pounds vs. Size

 

 Next I want you to get an old photo of yourself where you looked great. If

 you don't have one then you can look through a magazine of a person with

  a similar frame as you.

  If you're small and petite don't get a photo of a 6'ft model from Sweden.

 

 I want you to put this photo somewhere you'll see it when you wake up and
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 when you go to bed. I want you to think about this photo when you eat and

 when you work out. This is your new you.

 

 This is important because you are imprinting your mind with an image of

 where you want to go. Now it may not happen in 4 months...that's okay. But

 you will get there if you continue to stay on the course of visualizing your

  ideal body and sticking to your healthy regimen.

 

  Part 5: The Old Way of "Dieting" to Lose Weight

 

 Most people who want to lose weight and firm up their body associate this

 process with "dieting". Dieting used to mean low calorie eating. It meant

  being hungry all the time.

 It also meant not being able to eat the foods you love. There was clearly

  deprivation involved and it wasn't fun.

 

 If you've ever been on one of these diets like I have you felt miserable, had

 low energy, couldn't wait to eat again and... were like literally staring at the

 clock when you could stick a morsel of something in your mouth...maybe

  even feeling faint and unable to concentrate.

 

 I remember going to a family dinner when I was dieting for a body building

 competition. I was on 1200 calories a day...low carb, low fat , high protein. I

 felt like I was starving to death. I was doing two 60 minute cardio sessions

  per day and working 8 hours/day as a massage therapist.

 

 I went to my mother's home for Easter and couldn't eat anything they had:
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 ham, scalloped potatoes, rolls, cake... everyone kept pressuring me to

  eat...

 

 they wanted me to eat all the "bad" foods that were completely off my

 diet...I couldn't eat them. If I did I would completely blow my diet so I had to

  say,

  "No. I'm sorry... I can't."

 

  My whole family thought there was something seriously wrong with me for

 not eating their fattening food. They rolled their eyes at me in disbelief as I

  drank my "safe" protein drink I brought from home.

 

 It made them feel so uncomfortable that they just couldn't stop trying to get

 me to eat it. Eventually I had to retreat to a different part of the house to

  escape this "peer pressure".

 

  Have you felt like this on one of these low calorie diets?

 They aren't realistic. You can't really live your life and be on them, can you?

  I couldn't.

 

  The Real Problem with Low Calorie Diets

 Low calorie diets....suck. They can't be sustained because they don't

 address eating healthy, a desire for flavor and the need for feeling satisfied.

 

  Usually most low calorie diets cut out almost all the fat, keep the carbs low

  and have higher protein.
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 But without the fat there is little feeling of being full and satisfied so you're

 always feeling hungry. People who go on these diets always fall off and

 usually end up gaining all the weight back they lost and more! I did this

  yo-yo dieting for years until I learned how to eat healthfully.

 

 Low calorie diets don't address the issues we saw with digestion. They're

 more focused on losing weight not digestion and bloating. They cause your

 blood sugar to dip and you end up "keeping fat on" because your body

  perceives itself as "starving".

 

 But what we know about bloating caused by poor digestion is that when

 you eat healthier foods you immediately lose... the puffiness and bloat

  caused by these inflammatory foods.

  Ultra low calorie diets don't work.

 Period.

  

 Real weight loss comes from understanding what foods cause inflammation

 and how to eliminate them from your diet or what you can do to digest them

  better.

 

  So we've got to learn how to repair the harm done by...

 

 Part 6 : Upgrading Your Digestive Operating System

  

 As we mentioned earlier GMO foods cause a ton of havic on our digestion

 so avoiding these foods is mandatory to staying slim and healthy. How do

  you correct the digestion issues if you've eaten GMO's?
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  4 Ways to Heal Leaky Gut

 

 Eating GMOs causes Leaky Gut. This is either by glyphosate pulling apart

 the cells that line the intestinal lining which is only one cell thick. Or by the

 Bt toxin which punches holes in cells that line the intestine. There's a

  couple of things I recommend you do.

 

  #1 Eating Coconut Oil

  First you can plug up the holes in the intestinal lining by eating coconut oil.

  Make sure it's organic extra virgin.

 It really works. Just begin by taking a couple of spoonfuls of it raw

  throughout the day. You'll notice a difference almost immediately.

 

  #2 Soil Based Organisms

 Another thing you can do is to introduce soil based organisms into your

 diet. There are three products I recommend. One is Body Biotics which is a

 bio-identical probiotic consortium that has soil based organisms (SBO's)

  and comes in the form of capsules.

 It is formed and encapsulated in its own ancestral Prebiotics food source of

 humic and fulvic acids. These are different than most ordinary probiotics.

  This causes the good bacteria in the gut to increase.

 You will notice that your digestive tract will begin to heal within a month or

  so but don't rush it.

 

  Taking too much will cause a healing crisis and you'll end up feeling really

  sick.
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  The second product is called Restore. This product

 is a liquid that contains terrahydrite Humic substances and mineral amino

 acids complex that strengthen the gut walls. It was created by Dr. Zack

  Bush a revolutionary MD who uses... believe it or not...nutrition to heal!

  I have personally taken this product and it works.

 

 Third is E3 Advanced Plus is a gluten and protein busting formula uniquely

 designed with powerful enzymes, prebiotics and probiotics to break down

 gluten proteins. This product has been shown to break down the Bt toxin by

  60% in 90 minutes!

 All three products heal the gut by increasing the naturally occurring good

 bacteria in the gut that have gone missing from our diets due to industrial

  farming practices of single crops.

 These products can be purchased on Amazon, other vendors or their own

 sites. I am in no way associated with the sale of these. I just want to

  recommend something to you that will really help you to get better.

 

  Removing Gunk

 It took decades of bad eating to accumulate a lot of toxic waste from meat,

 sugar, non-organic, heavy metals and pesticides inside my colon....not to

 mention unwanted guests. Eating junk food gave me bloating, gas,

  constipation, achy joints, migraines, mood swings and bad disposition.

 When I detoxed my colon finally for the first time in 2001 I felt an enormous

 burden leave my body and my stomach flattened out. I felt elated. My mind

 was clear and I had a lightness of being. I had a rush of energy and I felt

 alive! Now colon cleansing is not a polite topic for discussion so heads

  up....
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  here's the disclaimer..

  you might be offended by what you're about to read...

 

  The Scoop on Old Toxic Poop

 Colon cleansing removes old stuck material that clings to the walls of your

 colon from foods that don't get digested like meat, white flour products and

 dairy... what comes out of your body can be decades-old material and

  resembles something like "black rubber"...

 it really is alarming to say the least when you realize what was inside of you

 for so long... I highly recommend colon cleansing if you haven't done it

 before...and more than likely if you do it right you, too, will have "black

  rubber" leave your body.

 

 You must also presume that you could be one out of four people who have

 unwanted guests. These are parasites that get ingested from under-cooked

 meat or raw fish like sushi. You can also get them from vegetables that

 have been contaminated. It is highly probable if you have pets that you

 have been infected with parasites. Some people think that this is only a

  third world problem but that isn't true.

 

  We have parasites right here in North America.

 

 I got parasites from swimming in lakes, eating raw beef and fish and from

 dogs and cats. It took me months to clean them all out. And because it is

 likely I will become reinfected I must continue cleansing them on a regular

 basis. Parasites rob you of essential nutrients and some people claim to

 have aged overnight for no apparent reason until they realized it was the
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 parasites. Becuause unwanted guests don't want you to know they are

 there they could live in any organ of your body for decades.The only way to

 know for sure is to begin a parasite cleanse and look at what comes out of

 you. If you see any evidence be sure to continue until a month goes by and

 the coast is clear.

 

 General colon cleansing takes about a month or two depending on how old

 you are. I've used Dr. Natura's cleanse and I recommend it. Here's what

 happened to me...

  

  Case study

 I was a bicycle racer and I couldn't lose the last ten pounds no matter what

 I did. I was riding my bike about 10 hours a week and racing on the

 weekends. Being as light as possible was a plus in racing so it was really

 important to me to lose the weight. When I did the cleanse which took

 about a month I lost some weight initially. But after the cleanse my body

 worked better so I ended up losing the last ten pounds without any extra

  effort. I just wasn't as hungry.

 

 But there's one thing that everybody who lives in America would agree on

 and that is... sugar has found its way into just about everything we

  consume.

 

 Part 7: The Standard American Diet  (SAD)

 Most people are hooked on convenience and eating over processed food

 that is "fake food". It has all the nutrients removed and replaced with

 unhealthy chemicals, sugar and fat. In other words, this type of diet will
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  make you sick, fat and die early.

 

   Sugar Addiction

 Anyone who eats the standard American diet is hooked on sugar. It is

 hidden in many packaged foods and it's there because it makes food taste

  better and because... the manufacturers know how highly addictive it is.

 

 They want you to buy more of their products so... they make sure you do by

  making you addicted to the hidden sugar.

 

  This is yet another blatant example of putting profits before people.

  Is Sugar Really Harmful? YES!

 

  What does it do to my body?

 Sugar acts as a liver poison when consumed in excess!13 Dr. Lustig,

 Professor of Endocrinology at USCA says that people who eat sugar and

 have slightly elevated blood sugar levels have greater risk of kidney

  disease.

 

   Only slightly elevated blood sugar increases the risk of kidney disease!

 

 Your body can only safely use about 6 teaspoons of sugar per day. All the

  rest gets turned to body fat. This excess leads to many chronic metabolic

 disorders including: Type 2 diabetes, Cardiovascular disease, High blood

 pressure, Dementia, Obesity and CANCER! (A side note about cancer:

 cancer cells live on sugar so if cancer is present a no-sugar diet starves

  cancer.)
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  Sugar consumption has skyrocketed.

 In the early 1900's the average person ate 2 lbs of sugar per year because

   it was so expensive. Now the average person eats 3 lbs per week! 14

 

 High blood sugar is a symptom of metabolic disease or your body's inability

 to break down substances for vital processes of life. This means that high

  blood sugar is not the cause of the problem.

 

 The true culprit is imbalance between having a diet high in net carbs (total

 carbs minus the fiber) and low in healthy fats. This causes resistance by

  your cells to hormones that regulate metabolism.

 

 By having a crappy diet of highly refined carbs and low healthy fats your

 body can't burn fat and stays hungry even when you've eaten a full meal.

  It's all based on hormones called leptin, insulin and ghrelin. 15

 

 Leptin is the "appetite decreasing" hormone and is activated when you

  exercise.

 

 Ghrelin is the "appetite increasing" hormone and is activated when you are

 under stress. Insulin is the "main anabolic" hormone and is activated when

 you take in any food but especially glucose.

 

  Diabetes is a real threat when eating this kind of a high carbohydrate low

  fat diet.

 Insulin receptors on cells get burnt out and become resistant to insulin.
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 More insulin must be produced until no more can be produced by the

  pancreas.

  Blood sugar subsequently rises.

 

  This is how Diabetes develops over time.

  

 Alzheimers is now considered Type 3 Diabetes. It's associated with a diet

  loaded with carbs and low in healthy fat and protein.

 

 This causes insulin resistance in the brain. When this happens memory

 deteriorates. A study done on carbohydrates and brain health revealed that

  a high carb diet increased your risk of dementia by 89%! 16

  Conversely a high fat diet lowered dementia risk by 44%.

 

  The Body Fat Inferno

 Learning how to eat foods like dark green vegetables, healthy fats such as

 avocados, nuts, butter, olives, coconut oil and cacao (raw chocolate) you'll

  be training your body to burn fat.

 

 But initially you've got to remove almost all sugars and starches from the

  diet.

 

 Don't worry...this no/low carb diet is not forever. Once your body

 remembers how to burn fat again you can begin to add in carbs in direct

  proportion to your activity level.

 

  Add some healthy fat
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 Fatty fish low in mercury or even phyto-plankton is a great source of DHA.

 DHA is the only source of fat known to take photons from the sun and

 convert it to electricity in the mitochondria, 17 the power houses of each cell.

 

 

  You'll feel a super boost of energy when you take DHA. REALLY.

 Eating more healthy fat makes you feel better because your blood sugar

 level is stable. This also helps your body to burn fat.

  

  Foods that Cause Digestive Upset and Gas

 There are a group of foods (even if organic) that can do harm to your

 digestion...they contain a plant protein called...

  

  Lectins

  If you've got excess baggage, if you get sick a lot, or have terrible

 indigestion no matter what you eat ... you probably have an issue with

  lectins.

 

  So, what are lectins?

 Everyone has heard of gluten sensitivities, right? Well gluten is a type of

  lectin but it isn't that toxic.

 

 The red kidney bean which is high in lectins can actually cause serious

  food poisoning if it's under cooked!

 

 Heart surgeon Steve Gundry wrote about them in his book "The Plant

 Paradox". From my experience lectins increase inflammation, cause
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 massive digestion issues including heartburn and make you look fat.

  

  Digestive damage

 Lectins poke holes in your delicate intestinal lining which in turn causes the

 "leaky gut". I mentioned this earlier regarding GMO corn which also

 happens to be high in lectins. So if you're eating GMO corn... you're getting

 a  double dose of trouble: Bt toxin and lectins! Remember that high fructose

 corn syrup is found in many packaged foods so you might be consuming it

  without realizing it.

 

 Lectins also don't get broken down during digestion so they throw off the

 digestive process, reduce the amount of good bacteria and slow down

  immunity.

 

  Weight gain

 Lectins cause weight gain by sticking to your insulin receptors which

 controls appetite. This messes with the feeling of being full so you eat a lot

 more than you should. See... it isn't your fault that you eat too much!

 Lectins are found in beans, legumes, whole grains and certain vegetables

  like potatoes, tomatoes, eggplant and peppers.

 

 Although it might be impossible to eliminate these from the diet

 permanently... just being aware of how they affect you is key. If you try

 experimenting with which ones bother you the most you can reduce how

 much you eat by knowing how they will later upset your stomach.

  

  Keep a Food Journal
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 You can do this by keeping a food journal of everything you eat. When you

  eat a lectin rich food you will notice that you get bloated or get heartburn.

 Avoid these lectins when possible. I get heartburn from eating organic

 peanut butter so I avoid it. However almond butter is fine on my digestion.

 

  There's something else hidden in food that makes you fat and is

  dangerous to your health and that's...

 

  Artificial Sweeteners

 

 The most dangerous of all artificial sweeteners is Aspartame,

  aka, Nutra-sweet, Equal and Spoonful. 18

 

 When you drink diet soda that contains aspartame, you are actually

 ingesting an excito-toxin that causes your brain to get stimulated. This

  makes you feel really good.

 

 But it ultimately causes you to gain weight because it increases your sugar

  cravings!

 And it's usage has a high incidence of brain tumors, stroke and heart

  disease.

 

 It increases the risk of Diabetes and other metabolic diseases. It's found in

  chewing gum to diet soda, sugar-free ketchup and children's toothpaste.

 

 Sucralose or Splenda has a high risk of leukemia that

  increases with higher amounts eaten.
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 Malitol spikes blood sugar. The safest sugar alcohol is xylitol. It also fights

 tooth decay. 20 Some safe sweeteners you can use is stevia, lucuma,

  monkfruit, mesquite and xylitol.

 

  "How to Kick Sugar Cravings".

 

  Cravings for sugary foods diminishes after working out.

  Add lemon to your water or drink low sugar

  kombucha. The sour taste kills cravings.

 Drink black coffee that is organic. The coffee blocks your addiction to

  food cravings.

 Parasites that live inside our bodies can send chemical messages to our

 brains causing us to crave foods they love to eat. These unwanted guests

 love to eat sugar! They also love alcohol (sugar), meat and fast foods.

  These critters aren't only found in foreign countries.

 

 We have them right here in the US and many people have them without

  even knowing so.

 

 This is the parasites' plan to keep you feeding them and unaware of their

 presence. Getting rid of parasites isn't easy depending on how long you

 have had them. David Wolfe has a parasite removal product called

 Remove Unwanted Guests (RUG) that poisons them through specific herbs

 for a period of 90 days. Removing unwanted guests is imperative for good

 health as they compromise the immune system by stealing their host's

 nutrition and leeching toxic waste. Parasites weaken your immune system
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 and it is believed in some circles that they are the cause of all disease.

 

  Part 8:You Need to Eat Energy Rich Foods

 Most Americans eat the typical western diet of processed foods and don't

  get enough nutrients including...

 

  Polyphenols

 Polyphenols are a group of naturally occurring plant chemicals found in

 purple and blue fruits like pomegranates, acai, mulberries and other foods

 like... olive oil, dark chocolate, coffee beans, ginger, kale, red wine, and

  more.

 They improve digestion tremendously by feeding the good bacteria in your

 gut. This keep the gas and bloating to a minimum. They also help you to

  have more energy and boost your immunity.

  Polyphenols also keep blood vessels healthy and

 balance cholesterol levels. So they're good for the heart. Go ahead and

 add these into your diet. Another digestive aid I already mentioned can help

  lectin use is...

 

  Soil Based Organisms Probiotics

 

 Probiotics like Body Biotics, Primal Defense by Garden of Life and Restore

 help to improve the integrity of the gut lining and aid in increasing good gut

 bacteria. These can really help improve digestion and reduce weight gain

 and bloat. These also help eliminate parasites.

 

  Super foods
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 These four super foods are nutrient dense and low calorie foods that are

 beneficial to health. They contain anti-oxidants, vitamins and

 phyto-chemicals. My take on them is to add them to a smoothie after your

  workout.

 Goji Berries are a good source of fiber and low in calories. They are high

 in anti-oxidants and help to manage weight, aid digestion, help get better

 sleep, reduce stress and fatigue. Spirulina a blue green algae that is high

 in  protein. It detoxifies heavy metals especially arsenic which is high in

 American diets. It helps to boost good gut bacteria, boost energy, aid

 weight loss and curb appetite. You should consult a physician before using

 spirulina if you are pregnant or nursing, have hyperthyroidism or a severe

  seafood or iodine allergy.

 

 Chlorella another blue green algae promotes weight loss, lowers body fat

 and total cholesterol, increases energy and makes you look younger. It

 detoxifies mercury. Reishi is an edible fungus (mushroom) that is

 anti-inflammatory, helps you to deal with stress, heals leaky gut, digestive

 problems, fatigue, inflammation, tumor growth, Diabetes and infections. It

  heals insomnia, anxiety and depression.

 Chocolate or Raw Cacao doesn't need any introduction. Yet most

 chocolate has high amounts of sugar in it that will cause your blood sugar

  to spike.

 This will jeopardize your fat loss. Instead try an organic low sugar raw

 fermented substitute especially one with stevia sweetener or simply extra

 dark chocolate. Cacao is high in magnesium, helps digestion and aids

 weight loss. Or you can make it yourself with xylitol, lucuma and mesquite
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  sweeteners. On this diet you have your chocolate and eat it, too!

 

  Fermented Foods

 Vegetables like cabbage or cucumbers can be turned into fermented foods.

 This process causes good bacteria to flourish and make the lactose and

  starch in the food to break down increasing digestion.

 Some other fermented foods you can try are: yogurt (active cultures, no

  sugar, no starch added) Kefir- a fermented milk drink

 Kombucha (my favorite)- a fizzy probiotic tea Kimchi-spicy fermented

 cabbage Organic Tempeh-made from naturally fermented soybeans

  (vegan)

  Saurkraut-fermented cabbage

 So by avoiding lectins, eating more polyphenol rich foods, using SBO

  probiotics, super foods and getting enough fermented foods...

  you can rapidly heal your digestive tract and look better in a matter of days

  if not weeks.

 

 You will also experience a reduction in chronic inflammation like arthritis

  and muscle pain.

 

 In summary... Dieting is not the answer. Eating well and treating your body

  like a temple is.

  What you eat will literally prevent or contribute to serious disease.

 

 Digestion is the key to having good health and looking younger. I personally

 do not "diet". I eat what I want but I have trained my body to burn fat and

 carbs. I don't eat junk food. I was once fat and if I can do this you can do it,
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  too.

 

  Hydration

 Drinking good clean pure spring water is critical to health. Drinking soda

 and fruit drinks should be eliminated and replaced by drinking water. Going

 to natural springs located at a higher elevation point where the water is

 extremely cold is the best source of water. Be sure to add a pinch of sea

 salt to your water as this increases the cell's ability to absorb water. You

 should only drink water in between meals.

 

  More evil...

 

 Municipal and well water can contain bacteria, chemicals including

 pharmaceutical drugs and fluoride. Fluoride is a toxic industrial waste

  product that causes defects to children's tooth enamel as well as...

 contribute to joint pain and arthritis, accelerate aging, and causes

  genetic damage. 19

 

 It was added to drinking water as a way to profit from recycling toxic waste

  rather than safely disposing of it. 57% of youth are affected by

  fluorosis from 2011- 2012. 20

 

 The best indicator of how much water to drink or when to drink is simply to

 look at the color of your pee. If it's light to bright yellow you're good. If it's

 dark yellow you need to drink more water. Taking vitamin B2 will turn your

 urine bright yellow. Adding in a pinch of sea salt will increase the hydration

 of the water into the cells. Individuals with high blood pressure should get

 out table salt or dead salt first. Once this is lowered they can start slowly
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  adding in living salt such as sea salt.

 

 Ok so you have a better understanding of what to eat but now it's a matter

  of how much and how often.

 

   Part 9: How Much Should You Be Eating?

 Funny thing is that most people eat gigantic portions and I attribute that to

 having psycho insulin and leptin receptors, remember the hormones

  responsible for carb metabolism and hunger?

 

 As a general rule of thumb (since I don't know you from Adam.... For all I

 know you could be Twiggie...) is this... If you have a nice spare tire around

  your waistline or some a big ol' butt here's what you do:

 

 cut all your portions in half. Start there and be grateful that you have

 something to eat. Eat a little slower. Breathe. Relax. Know that your

 stomach has been stretched out. You don't have to get all intense and

  fanatical.

 Buy smaller plates. If you have a large plate make sure that only a small

 part of it has food on it. Now you might not like this but it's only because

  your stomach is stretched out.

 

 Your stomach's true size is about as big as your fist...so if you're eating

  seconds and thirds...you're stomach has been stretched.

  Does this sound doable to you?

 Dr. Mercola recommends that you eat only about 50 grams of net

 carbohydrate a day. This isn't very much. When you start to add up bread,
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 cake, cookies, pizza, pasta you'll begin to see that you have been

  consuming massive amounts of carbs.

 

 Whip out your food journal. Write down all the carbs you're eating. If you're

 getting around 350 grams you know you've got a carb addiction. One cause

  of obesity, not calling you obese BTW...

  is sitting down too much.

 

 SO... When you really get your metabolism rev-ed up you will be able to

 tolerate more carbs in fact when I was a bike racer I HAD to eat more carbs

   to keep going. :))

 

  When an endurance athlete stops taking in carbs after about an hour of

 intense exercise the body's immediate stores of energy are depleted.

 Unless food and drink are supplied during the intense exercise the body will

 become depleted and will stop functioning with what's known in some

  circles as "bonking".

 

 Literally our legs couldn't turn the crank at all. We just stopped until we ate

 and drank. If you engage in moderate to light exercise you can burn fat for

  fuel instead. You won't need to eat.

 

 Be sure not to eat late at night. A good rule is to eat three hours before

  bedtime.

 

 Not so easy to do if you work late. If you need to eat something make it

 something light and no carb/low carb like a salad or cooked veggie with
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  butter/vegan oil spread and some protein. Just not right before bed.

 Try to eat several small meals per day like this: breakfast-protein, fat, more

  carbs mid-morning-protein, fat, more carbs lunch-protein, fat, more carbs

 mid afternoon-protein, fat, moderate carbs dinner-protein and veggies (low

  carb)

 

 Or you can have a smoothie for breakfast with veggies and protein. Salad

 for lunch more protein. Dinner veggies, protein. Make your earlier meals

 heavier in carbs when you need your energy. Use the glycemic index. (GI)

  Eat foods that burn at a slower rate so that your blood sugar is stable.

 Foods with a high GI score are associated with a fast, sharp spike in

 insulin. This can lead to intense cravings just after eating them...so avoid

  these.

 

  TIP: Best case scenario is to eat your carbs right

  before you exercise.

 

 Ultimately every individual has their own unique biochemistry. Best way to

  gauge how to structure your eating is by paying attention to how you feel.

 

 If you feel weak and have cut your carbs too low you may need to add

 more carbs and increase fat and protein. It really depends on how active

 you are and how fast your metabolism is. I cannot accurately give generic

 advice only guidelines as each person's metabolism and lifestyle are

  individualized.

 

  Part 10: The Other 20%
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  If food choices are the 80% the other 20% is... exercise.

 Now there really is no way around this one. If you want to look amazing

 you've got to move. But you don't have to kill yourself. You don't have to

 run a marathon, but you might have to run away from your husband, trying

  to keep him off you, when you start looking really good.

 

 Let's keep this simple, okay? Starting point: plan on getting your heart rate

 up a bit by briskly walking or some activity that burns calories... not

  backyard bocce or bowling...

 

  Try to walk for 30 minutes, three times per week

   to start.

 

 If you're a true champ go ahead and do it 4-5 times per week. I do

 recommend moving every day. Not just climbing out of bed. Go for a walk.

 Depending on your fitness level and if you're a smoker...would you quit

 smoking please? It's just plain dumb to smoke...I mean I care about you for

  cripes sake!

 

 There is nothing healthy about smoking...you might have to start slower.

  We don't want you to have a heart attack.

 

 I remember I had a friend who had been a heavy smoker, just quit and

 wanted to start to get into shape. I foolishly took her cross country skiing

 and during our time together on the snow she had tightening in her

 chest...gosh I thought she was a goner. Luckily we got her home and she
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 engaged in a slower paced program with walking on a very low incline of

  2%.

  So if you smoke start slow. And get a medical doctor's check-up.

 

  If you have been doing your cardio 3 times per week for a couple of weeks

  now I'm gonna ask you to step it up a notch.

 

  Start doing 60 minutes high intensity interval training once per week.

 I don't care if you only do two 30 minutes sessions and one 60 minutes

  high intensity interval training (like in-door spin classes).

 

 That 60 minutes high intensity interval training but also in the long run will

 literally get your body to start burning body fat and reduce cravings and

  that's what we want.

 

 Next I want you to start to use resistance training. You can use bands or

  weight...I don't care.

 But start to work out using resistance four times per week: back and

 biceps, chest and triceps, Legs alone and then finally on the fourth day

  shoulders.

 

 Take a couple of days off and then start all over. Now it's really beyond the

 scope of this book to go into all the exercises you would need to do and

  how to do them.

 

 It's really important to do them in correct form so you don't injure yourself

  and so that you're working your muscles correctly.
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 So hire a personal trainer or get a book. If you want to incorporate yoga

 that's great but it's not the same as doing 30 minutes of cardio. So it would

  be an add-on exercise.

 

 That's it.

 Now get moving.

 

  You can always start by parking your car further away from the store...

 

  More Sleep

 One more thing you may have not known about and that is people who only

  get 6 hours of sleep have a larger waist than people who sleep 9 hours.

  If you have trouble sleeping try this: Stop consuming caffeine after 11 AM.

 

  Stop looking at computer screens one hour before bed.

  Use essential oils for calming like lavender in the evening.

 Drink chamomile tea. Take Valerian root as directed. Start a meditation

  practice to calm your mind. Go non-GMO.

 Sleep restores the mind and body, keeps your immune system strong and

  helps you to stay thinner.

 

  Part 11: The Opportunity to Shed

 

  Everything I outlined for you sounds pretty simple,

 It's probably like, "Oh yeah I just eat healthier and exercise a little, get more

 sleep and I'll start to lose fat off my body." So here's the thing... this very

 system I outlined for you is the very system I used to lose 18 pounds in
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 about one year but I wasn't consciously trying to lose weight. If I had

  wanted to and applied myself I could have done it faster.

 I didn't have a coach teaching me or a book to refer to. But you do. The fact

 of the matter is that you can begin to turn around the damage you've done

  albeit innocently to your metabolism...in a relatively short period of time.

 

 The bottom line is if you're willing to make some simple changes to your

 diet that will make you healthier in the long run, sleep more and move a

  little more you can see the pounds begin to fly off.

 

  You are now qualified to do this.

 

 If you're waiting for some time in the future to take back your health it

  will never happen.

 You've been taking care of other people for eons. Now is your time to take

  care of YOU.

 

  Let's get started.

 

  Now is your time my friend.
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